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ABSTRACT
We developed a 3D-Enhanced Facility Management System for Indoors Navigation (3D-EFMS-IN) to assist visually impaired users
(VIU). Additionally, the system aims to facilitate the management
of estate property and provide support for future scenarios related
to emergencies, security, and robotics devices. The system combines four main subsystems: Mapping, Navigation Paths, Indoor
Localisation and Navigation, and a Visualisation. An integration
of the subsystems has been done and a pretest with one VIU was
performed to obtain feedback and tune the critical characteristics of
our development. We observed that the system offers an acceptable
preliminary user experience for VIU and future tests require to
improve the latency of the system and usability. Shortly, we aim to
obtain qualitative and quantitative measurements in a significant
pool of users once the COVID lockdown ends.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Accessibility technologies;
Geographic visualization; Empirical studies in accessibility.
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INTRODUCTION

Visual impairment is one of the most common disabilities in the
world. According to the World Health Organisation, 285 millions
of people are visually impaired users (VIU) and require assistance
to navigate in different environments [1]. Despite the efforts to
create infrastructure and devices for this kind of users, there is not
enough assistance for these VIU when they navigate on indoors
environments. We developed a 3D-Enhanced Facility Management
System for Indoors Navigation (3D-EFMS-IN) integrating four subsystems assisting VIU navigating indoors environments. These are
described in section three. This project takes advantage of recent
3D geo-spatial and localisation technologies helping to improve
facility management systems and identify the facilities in any indoor/outdoor environment for a future agile emergency, security,
and management response. We aim to provide a feasible alternative
to the VIUs capable of replacing the assistive devices already in
use. In section 3.1, we describe the advantages of our approach
over current technologies. In section four, we describe the methods
required to validate our 3D-EFMS-IN and our first observations
from a case study can be read in section five. This Late Breaking
Report is limited to this case study, and future work implies the
validation of the system in a significant pool of participants.
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BACKGROUND

This work relies in previous developments of different research
teams related to geospacial 3D modelling [9–11], Indoors Navigation and Localisation [12–16] and High Volume Data Visualisation
for big spaces [4, 7, 8]. In this report we describe the early integration of these systems to investigate User Experience (UX) [2]
in VIUs. The spatial model is used to perform path planning and
compute the navigable paths once the user sets a a destination The
model would include the layout of the indoor space but also the
different objects that populate it. As a novelty, our 3D-EFMS-IN
allows the interaction of navigation data with the 3D models created to provide navigation paths visualised by remote users in a
Cylinder display. In comparison, most indoor navigation systems
rely on 2D floor plans of the buildings as a spatial model.
In order to develop a preliminary UX for VIUs, the primary assistive devices for VIUs, the white cane and guide dogs were studied to
develop better characteristics in the UX for VIU. The white cane has
been practical along hundreds of years providing haptic feedback to
the user and protecting her/him of collisions in an area that around
him. In recent years, additional upgrades have been done to the
white cane as ultrasonic sensors and audio feedback [20]. The main
limitation is that limits the mobility of the user and interfere in the
social interaction. Furthermore, white canes can lead to ergonomic
disadvantages due to the stress added to the wrist, shoulder and
back of users[21, 22]. Similarly, Guide Dogs have been used very often to assist visually impaired users. They provide with an excellent
capability assisting user’s navigation. Despite the advantages in
navigability provided by guide dogs [23, 24], these present a significant disadvantage in terms of usability and affordability. Guide dogs
are expensive to breed, identify, and train. Besides, they require a
considerable amount of care by the users. Furthermore, in terms of
usability, guide dogs could interfere with the everyday interaction
of the users leading to de-personalisation of the users who receive
un-welcomed attention or is not accepted in specific public spaces
[25]. Finally, guide dogs can be unpredictable if not well-trained
or are under stressful conditions (attacks, teasing, accidental hit,
harassment) [26].
Other devices such as smart glasses, echo localisation detectors, GPS devices, and tactile paving have been designed and implemented to improve the experience of VIUs [3]. However, the
development of these technologies does not integrate a reliable
holistic system. Our system aims to mitigate the inconvenience
of the traditional devices used by VIUs and provide an improved
experience over the traditional devices.

3

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The 3D-Enhanced Facility Management for Indoor Navigation System (3D-EFMS-IN) has been developed in four main components:
Mapping System, Navigation Paths, Indoor Localisation and Navigation, and Visualisation System. The goal in the next stage of the
project, after the feedback of more VIUs, is to craft the connection
of these subsystems to provide more autonomy to the VIUs. Mapping System: We developed a spatial model describing the indoor
environment in the Red Centre Building of the University of New
Sout Wales. The Building Information Model (BIM) contrast and
complement two 3D-models; the "As-Design" model (AD), a CAD

model, and "As-Build" model (AB) that is a 3D point cloud model.
These 3D-models were also paired with floor plans provided by the
Estate Management department aiming to represent the building
model with reliable information of the indoors, including redesigns
and upgrades affecting user’s navigation. See Fig 1. The 3D point
cloud for the AB model was produced using LandSurvey and a
Leica P40 scanner. 281 Gb of data were collected and covered two
main indoor’s areas, the ground level and mezzanine and selected
outdoor areas around the building. We aligned the AD and AB
models in terms of spatial references using 2D measurements as
footprints using CloudCompare. Previously, we computed the most
suitable transformation matrix and reduced the amount of the data
via voxelisation using a 10cm resolution. These processes lead to
obtaining an acceptable BIM for preliminary user’s test.
Path planning on the 3D models: Once the AD and AB models and 2D footprints were merged, we developed navigation paths
and navigable surfaces in the BIM. The 3D-EFMS-IN generate a
navigation network for indoors path planning composed by nodes
(critical points of indoors navigation) and edges connecting these
points to guide the users. These critical points can be turning points,
space references (furniture or non-walking spaces), and concurred
spots. The navigation network was generated from the voxel model
and converted to a vector model after filtering of data using approaches like a histogram clustering. The navigable surfaces of the
two scanned levels (ground level and mezzanine) describe indoors
walkable surfaces of the building and are composed by 633 triangles
after a merging process of 27,137 triangles done to obtain a simplified mesh for easier manipulation. Z-coordinates in the model
defines the ground nodes and the mezzanine nodes. Those nodes
between them describe stairs and ramps. Finally, navigation paths
were computed using the centroid of the triangles in the mesh as
nodes and connecting any adjacent triangle with edges. See Fig. 2.
Indoor localisation and Navigation System: This subsystem
locates the user without GPS signal on indoors areas with high accuracy and assists to the user navigating in the building to reach
her/his destination reducing risky situations and potentially dangerous areas. An Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) based positioning system
was developed using a wearable tag and multiple anchors. The
anchors were deployed in the building, and the coordinates were
established previously. The wearable tag was situated in a hat used
by the user and connected via Bluetooth low energy (BLE) module
sending range measurements to the app in the user’s terminal. This
app calculates the user’s location and provides audio cues for navigation to the user, similar to [15]. Figure 3 describes the subsystem
and the diagram of the UWB positioning system. At the moment,
the positioning system calculates the user’s location in 2D using
the UWB range measurements for each level. Barometer and IMU
measurements are applied to calculate the user’s level and orientation. For the next stage of the project, the calculated user’s location
can be sent to a cloud matching the BIM and remotely to track and
visualise on real-time to the user’s position. The navigation engine
maps the environment outlining accessible areas and large obstacles marking key points. These key points are connected by edges
which mark the routes in the network describing the lower ground
and the mezzanine of the building. The algorithm will iterate this
network and find the shortest route from the user’s position to
the destination. A minimal interface for vision-impaired users was
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developed to provide audio cues to reach user’s destination using
Talkback on Android OS. Once the destination is set up, the app will
speak out directions as orientation and number of steps required to
reach the destination. Haptic feedback is provided when reaching
turning points, wrong direction, and re-routing. See Figure 4.
Visualisation System The visualisation of the models was
suited in a 340 Cylinder display at (HIDDEN). The simplified model
was done using Unity 3D and our High-End Visualisation System
(HEVS) [HIDDEN] from a data set listing position and colour of
each voxel being 10cm across creating a 3D mesh. When the navigation app starts, it reads the data containing the position and colour
which define the vertices of the mesh representing the indoors
space and user’s position. We rendered each vertex of the mesh as
a single cube of 10cm across to recreate the 3D model. The created
meshes are limited to no more than 65534 vertices; then, a new
mesh is created. The model can be displayed in the Cylinder Display
or a Virtual Reality viewer allowing remote users; as managers, to
explore the scene.
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Figure 3: a) Navigation subsystem diagram. b) Navigation
App Diagram.
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Figure 1: 3D models obtained from the AB and AD models.
a) Indoors space, b) Raw 3D data, c) ’As Build’ model, d) ’As
Design model, e) Cleaned and filter data, f) Voxel model.

[c]

Figure 2: Creation of the navigation paths and walkable surfaces. a) Voxnet original walkable surface. b) Walkable mesh
in vectors c) Navigation network showing navigation paths

[e]

Figure 4: a) Prototype App screen setting a destination. b)
App screen providing directions to the user. c) Navigation
path calculated by the algorithm d) Anchor and wearable tag.
e) A prototype of the wearable tag in a hat using Bluetooth
headphones and a mobile.
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Advantages of the 3D-EFMIN over existing
technologies

The 3D-EFMS-IN has potential as a valuable system for future
applications as agile emergency response, security, and indoors
navigation of devices such as service and social robots indoors.
Similarly, the proposed method to obtain a holistic BIM, including
3D models, 2D Vector walkable surfaces models and location anchors, can be transferable to other buildings looking for similar
solutions. An advantage of our approach over other systems is
that ours provides a more accurate and reliable positioning on indoor environments suitable for multiple applications and everyday
management as well. Furthermore, there is not a predefined route
marked as the tactile pave or trails that restricts VIU’s navigation.
Hence, users gain accessibility and autonomy in most of the indoor
areas when navigating. Similarly, this project looks to improve the
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navigation of VIUs, providing better references and assistance over
conventional devices.

4

USER EXPERIENCE VALIDATION

User’s navigation relies on the wearable tag exchanging data with
the navigation subsystem and the 3D model. To provide an acceptable UX and then further develop the 3D-EFMS-IN, we identify
critical features in two brainstorm sessions comparing with conventional devices and taking advantage of the characteristics of our
system. The characteristics proposed for a preliminary UX within
the 3D-EFMS-IN are:
(1) The device should be portable.
(2) The device should release both hands of the user as much as
possible.
(3) The device should not interfere with the user’s social interaction.
(4) The feedback should be clear and discrete.
These decisions were made to achieve design agreements in the
development of the prototype conciliating technical features with
user-experience expectations described above. Using the wearable
tag in a hat, we accomplish the requirements of usability, minimalism and low interference in social interactions. We call this combo
of hat and mobile for Indoors Navigation HAT-IN. See Figure 5.

4.1

Validation Methods

According to [31], a minimum of five participants is required to
validate the most relevant aspects of user experience in relevant
conditions in qualitative terms. At this point, we achieved a Technology Readiness Level 4 (TRL) [17–19] out of 9 in the development
of this project. We consider that using a UX approach in the early
stages of development contributes to a better experience before
testing a larger pool of users. Under this approach, we can better understand the motivations, and values of the users, their perception
of the functionalities, and priority features of the system. Once we
tune the prototype using feedback from experts’ users, a more extensive experiment is already planned. Approved Low-Risk Ethics
application HC190625 was done. This application proposes to assess
the system with up to 20 participants according to the standard
practices in interaction design. We plan to use the NASA Task Load
Index (TLX) to assess the usability of our prototype in terms of
mental and physical demands [27, 28]. Studies aim to have an experience of 20-30 minutes and a brief collection of the observations
of the users.

5

STUDY CASE: INSIGHTS AND
OBSERVATIONS

We have tested the system with one user due to the current COVID
lockdown using a think-aloud approach. Once the restrictions in
social distancing are released, we aim to reach at least other five
expert visual impaired users to pretest the system before a more
considerable quantitative validation. In this case study, our expert
VIU is a female in her 40s. She has participated in similar tests in
the past. She has postgraduate education (PhD student and fellow
researcher), is a former Paralympic record holder and expert in disability subjects. She has tested different mobility devices previously

as white canes and echo locator. The session was conducted in the
lower ground and mezzanine of the Red Centre Building (Faculty of
Built Environment) at Kensington campus. The size of these spaces
is approximately 400 square meters and its height is about 5.5m.
Regular users of the space were present at the time of the study to
test the system in the most realistic conditions. Twenty-one anchors
were installed in both areas, see Figure 5. They are either attached
on the ceiling or mounted on the walls or the pillars.

5.1

Observations

To improve the UX, we made several modifications during the trial
to adjust the UX for our expert user suggestions. Similarly, we
adjusted the time points of the notifications to inform to the user
for turning to another direction, so the user will act neither too
early nor too late. The VIU provided feedback in a semi-structured
interview. Tests revealed the following issues:
(1) The system presents significant innovations over other mobility assistance currently in use. However, the VIU uses
a guide dog, and our system has a complementary role in
the navigation. The UX provided by our navigation system
versus the guide dog generated some comparisons in terms
of responsiveness and agility. Training sessions may be required in the future to allow to the VIUs to adjust to different
navigation styles only with one device.
(2) The accuracy of the system should be adjusted to match
the maximum speed of the user’s gait. User’s unexpected
high-speed during navigation creates a latency that affects
the interactive experience.
(3) Several discussion have arisen over the convenience of providing feedback using standard units (meters or feet) or personalised units (number of steps) as a reference for the user.
Further discussions and inputs from users are required to
standardise this feature in the system. Similarly, reference
points (left, right, front, behind ) provide suitable feedback
to the user. However, a possible redesign using geographical
references (north, south, east, west) for particular populations should be discussed. I.e., visual impaired population
with different cultural references for directions as Australian
aboriginals among other peoples [32].
(4) At the moment of the test, the expert user operates the app
on the mobile with one hand while the other hand, she held
the guide dog or the white cane. The test suggests that a
Bluetooth earphone should be used, so the user can get the
audio cues without disturbing others and keep privacy. In
future tests, we aim to keep the mobile around the neck to
keep at least one hand free at this stage. Future developments
aim to keep both hands of the user free for safety and social
reasons.

5.2

Future developments

This case study helps us to collect insights useful to redesign the
system in terms of latency, accuracy and reliability. We required
to address the comments of the users to reach upper TRL levels.
We will employ a Behavioural Design approach [33, 34] to address
critical human factors such as motivation, user’s ability and triggers
that are required to encourage the broad adoption of the system.
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Figure 5: VIU with guide dog starting indoor navigation.
Similarly, we aim to facilitate the transit of future users from standard assistive devices to a state-of-art system like ours. Shortly,
we consider that 3D-EFMS-IN will be useful to support the navigation of robotics devices as service and social robots providing
more robot-ergonomic spaces as suggested in [29, 30]. In the next
stage of the project, the whole test will last about 60-80 minutes,
including the TLX survey. The collected quantitative and qualitative data will be analysed to find out significant differences in the
performance of the users to complete the navigation path in two
scenarios (conventional devices versus assisted navigation support).
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